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Chapter 1 - Introduction to the Stndy 
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This study seeks to provide answers to the following questions 
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fmplicit in these aims there lies the rationale for the existence of French 

Immersion programs. 

























Graduates indicate a high degree of confidence in their French 
abilities. Wesche went further and tested the students and found 
they did have high levels of functional ability in listening, 
speaking, reading, vocabulary and integrated knowledge of 
written language. 





































In light of the importance placed on these issues by both the research 
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request of the interviewee. The remainder were conducted in the 
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Stake's "prominent events" This study's procedures 

Talk with clients, program staff' . Discuss proposal with 
audiences Supervisory committee and 

school district officials. 

Identify program scope Done as part of researcher's 
regularjob, reported in Chapter 
1. 

Overview program activities Reported in Chapter 1. 

Discover purposes, concerns Review pertinent literatwe, 
examine recent survey results in 
school district, consider concerns 
identified by researcher as part 
of his job relative to the program 
being studied. 

Conceptualize issues, problems SubGt thesis proposal. 

Identify data needs, re: issues Decision made to conduct in 
-depth interviews with four 
categories of respondents closely 
connected to program. 

Select observers, judges, Interview sample selected. 
instruments, if any 

Observe designated antecedents, . Review pertinent documents, 
transactions, and outcomes handbooks, literature. Conduct 

in-depth interviews, 

Thematize, prepare portrayals, Conduct an inductive analysis of 
case studies data. Prepare case studies. 





probes appeared. Then, by doing a "cut and paste", this data was 
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m a y  be able to identify a particular subject or situation described. If the 





Case Studies 1 - Who were 

"I didn't have a choice. The English universities - UBC and 
SFU - didn't offer programs for Immersion students leaving 
high school." 

Unsatisfied with the level of French programs offered to her at 

Carleton, Stndent E transferred to Ottawa University - a bilingual 





Student Y is currently c 

Student Y's decision to enter Grade 6 was a shared one between her 

andher parents. As with all the other students who enter Late Immersion, 

she was given the choice to return to the En&& program after six weeks 

and was a h t  to. She changed her mind at the last minute. 
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During her high school career, Student M had the opportunity to 

visit Quebec twice as an exchange student. She valued the experience, 

especially her homestay with a unilingual Francophone family. She felt 

her experience in Immersion had prepared her well to meet this linguistic 

challenge. 

"I really had no dacdty. If there was a word I didn't 
know, then I explained it in French- There really was no 
alternative because they didn't understand English." 

Student M is majoring in French at university and is also studying 

Psychology among other things. She hopes to become a French 

Tmmersion teacher. 

"I've always looked up to my teachers and 1 thought, 'that's 
what I want to be'." 

lkranms 

PBnxlui  

Parent A is an articulate, well-read woman who "did her 

homeworkn and studied much of the research before making the decision 

to enrol her daughter in the Early Immersion program Her daughter is 

in Grade 2 at the time of writing and she intends to put her four-year-old 

son in the program as well. 

She and her husband both graduated from secondary schools in 

District 43 but pursued post-secondary studies in Ontario where she 



completed a Bxhdor's degree in Arts, while her husband completed a 
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"The reasons we put her in it are still there, and why make a 
change. It's kind of a headache now that we are continuing 
to drive for the next years, but as it was, the program was 
more important than those concerns." 

I!imaLQ 

Parent D taught high school Home Economics for ten years before 

she had her family. After a number of years of raising her family while 
- 

pursuing other business options, she recently returned to teaching 

elementary school. She has two youngsters in the French Immersion 

program, one in Grade 10 and one in Grade 8. Both youngsters were 

enroled in the Early h e r s i o n  program at Kindergarten. She and her 

husband had studied many educational options carefully including 

Montessori and French h e r s i o n .  Like other parents, that "nagging 

doubt" also characterized her decision-making. 

"Doesn't every parent agonize over their children, especially 
the fust? I think it was making that decision, for all the 
reasons that we made it. But it was quite a concern at the 
time," 

As with m y  parents who constantly aremonitoring their decision 

to place a child in French Immersion, Parent A became an active member 

of the school's parent group spending much t h e  as a volunteer helping in 

classrooms or the school library. 
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"To me it was a commitment, something that was going to 
involve extra effort on our part; something that was going to 
take up more than just one year." 

Parent D became an active Canadian Parents for French member. 

When her daughter's Grade 7 class had an opportunity to travel to 

Quebec, Parent D was an active fundraiser and parent organizer. 

All the parents interviewed stated that their interest in their child's 

education went beyond the school level to active concern about knowing 

what _was going on in the classroom. 

"I was committed to what was going on in the classroom, so 
I gave a lot of my extra time helping with things like field 
trips, reading programs, that kind of thing. It's been fairly 
involved for all of us; it wasn't just pushing your kids out the 
door and sending them to school." 

Parent D, her husband and their two youngsters, recently spent 

three weeks travelling in France. 

l3uxax 

Parent C was a stay-at-home mother for a number of years. She 

enroled her daughter in Early Immersion Kindergarten in 1982. The 

youngster is in Grade 9 in Secondary French Zmme Her younger son 

dso started school in French Immersion Kindergarten but was transferred 

to the English program in an attempt to help him deal with problems 



- which were developing in learning. Like all the paxents interviewed, 

Parent C also spoke at length about the constant "nagging doubt" or 

Parent C re-entered the workforce in the provincial office of B.C. Parents 

for French as their Chapter Relations Officer. 

"For myself pemndy the involvement in h e r s i o n  has 
been a red growing experience." 



uitlam School District for 

ey enrol their oldest 

t S balked at the 



"Go to their open houses andgo to their Expos, even though 
you don't understand a word of what's going on. You stdl 
go and say it's all wonderful, because it is. What the kids 
can do in the first couple of years is incredible." 

Parent S served as a member of the District French Advisory 

Committee and as her 

representative. 

school's Canadian Parents for French 

Teacher R was educated in England and began her teaching career 

as a Core French teacher in Ontario. She taught Core French in Montreal 

and in Ottawa but was not f a y  convinced she had made the right career 

decision. She then had the opportunity to teach primary-aged children 

and became intrigued by how quickly they codd learn language. 

"What's been r d y  interesting for me is watching them at 
those early ages; at five or six years old l a m  this second 
language." 

In Calgary, she had the opportunity to teach iu a French h e r s i o n  

kindergarten, She taught Kindergarten and Grade 1 h e r s i o n  for five 

years there before coming to Coquitlm School District. 



"When 1 went into French h e r s i o n ,  plus going into 
Primary, when those two were put together, that was when 
I knew I was doing the right thing. That's when I got really 
interested and really worked hard to leam more about it." 

Teacher R came to Coquitlam in 1986 and taught Grade 1 French 

Immersion, worked as a bilingual librarian and is now a vice-principal in 

a large French Immersion school. She has also taught summer sessions in 

Immersion methodology at university, 

Her mments o;l some ofthe realities of being a French Immersion 

teacher reflect that parental need expressed by the interviewees of dealing 

with the "mgging doubt" which goes along with emoling a child in 

Immersion. 

"I've had to do a lot of explaining to parents. I think being 
a teacher of French Immersion you have a lot more 
communication with parents," 

l3zuhIT 

Teacher T trained in Manitoba to become a French h e r s i o n  

teacher. He moved to British Columbia in the 1 ate 1970's and worked as 

a teacher and principal of a parochial school in the Catholic school 

system. In 1981, hejoined the teaching staff of Coquitlam School District 

as the Grade 6 feather for the lead French Immersion class in his school, 
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"Well, I'd say at the beginning it was exciting. The program 
was new and you always had the impression that you were at 
the forefront of something new and had a lot of people 
interested in what you were doing." 

French Canadian folk dancing and outdoor education are two areas 

of special interest for Teacher T. He gave many workshops in both areas 

in the early 1980's to teachers in British Columbia. The call to teach 

overseas beckoned strongly and in 1985 he went to Germany to teach in 

French Immersion at the Department of National Defense base school at 

Lahr. Three years later, he returned to the school district to resume 

teaching Grade 6 in another French Immersion school. 

Heis anactivemember of the French Immersion specialist teachers' 

association and looks forward optimistically to see what fruit French 

Immersion will produce. 

"I'm anxious for this whole new generation of bilingual 
people to come up and maybe try to straighten out a few 
misunderst;tnd'ngs that are happening." 

Teacher I3 was an "Air Force brat" born into a Francophone family 

in Bagotvfe, me&. She went to schod up to Grade 4 in French in 

webe;:. She then did Grades 5 to 9 at a Canadian base school in 

Germany in English- She then went to an English language high school 

in Edmonton and completed Grade 12 in Abbotsford University and 
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teacher training studies were completed at Simon Fraser University. 

When asked about her decision to become a French Immersion teacher, 

she offered: 

"It's something that evolved. I went to university not 
knowing what I wanted to do. Before then I was a 
swimming instructor and it was a comment that a fellow 
instructor said tome, 'Why don't you go into teaching? You 
seem to enjoy swimming lessons so much and you speak 
French,' That planted the seed and it took about six months 
for the seed to think - hey, I can do that - and it evolved like 
that." 

Teacher EX began her career in 1985 in a Late Immersion school in 

Coquitlam School District teaching Grade 6. She has also taught some 

Core French, computer classes and served as department head in her 

school. She has been an active professional working with Ministry of 

Education personnel to provide assistance for the province's Late 

Immersion teachers. She also serves on the District French Advisory 

Conmi ttee. 

Teacher H sees additive benefits for students in French h e r s i o n :  

"Late h a s i o n  kids ].earn excellent work habits. Language 
is just secondary9 it's the process to me that is so important." 
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3kSiEIa 

Teacher 0 holds a doctorate degree in counselling. He obtained his 

Bachelor of Arts degree at the College Saint Boniface campus of the 

University of Manitoba, did his teacher training and a Masters degree in 

counselling at Acadia University in Nova Scotia, completed a certificate 

program in French as a Second Language teaching at Lava1 University 

and obtained his doctorate at the University of British Columbia. 

He came to Coquitlam School District in 1981 and worked as a 

French Language Monitor and a substitute teacher for two years. Prior 

to that, he had taught for eight years in Nova Scotia. In 1983, he joined 

the district teaching staff teaching Grades 8- 10 French, Math and Social 

Studies in French Immersion. He found it a challenge after working in 

Core French to begin fresh in a f k l y  new program. 

"I had taught before so I thought it would be easy to do. 
Immersion and French as a Second Language (FSL) are 
completely different. The demands of time are extraordinary 
compared to FSL. The FSL I hardly needed any 
preparation. hmersion, 1 didn't stop preparing. I just had 
to keep preparing all the time." 

In 1987, he accepted a position in a senior hi& school where 

Immersion was just beghhg. Besides teaching Francais 1 1, Francais 1 2 

and Science H e =  1 1, Teacher O translated and adapted the Western 

Civilization 12 course for use in French, a first in the province. 



When asked why he stayed in French Immersion, Teacher 0 

"It is the challenge. I mean., it is the students who provide 
that challenge. They're very demanding and I suppose that's 
what I like the most," 

Anministrator L began his teaching career at a very young age in 

Alberta in the mid 1950's. In 1963 he came to Coquitlam School District 

and taught in Grades 4-7. He became a vice-principal in 1967. He has 

been a school principal since 19% and was appointed principal of an Early 

h e r s i o n  school in l98l. 

"I guess speaking quite candidly to go to Early Immersion 
from being in an Englrsh track school was very exciting, very 
stimulating. Working with a staff that was much more 
cosmopolitan than the staffs that we normally have in an 
English school. It was a very stimulating experience and I 
found that this was an enormous chance for professional 
growth in that kind of setting." 

In 1988, A W t r a t o r  L transferred to a Late Immersion school 

in the district where he still works as principal. 
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"I've always thought that one needs the stimulation of a 
move and f wasn't quite ready to move out of h e r s i o n  
having had a good experience with it for seven years. I was 
willing to go either to another Early Immersion school or a 
Late Immersion school, as long as there was a French 
program attached to it." 

Administrator L confullled the views of those parents interviewed 

who said the decision to place their children in Immersion caused them to 

become much more involved with the school. 

"I find in the upper levels of the English program that the 
paxents tend to stay in the background a lot, almost like they 
do in junior high. In Immersion, because the parents have 
invested some' time and effort and energy into 
transportation, into all of it; that they tend to hang on longer 
to their kids." 

Administrator F has had a 

administrator. After having taught 

lengthy career as a teacher and 

in several school districts in other 

areas of the province, he came to Coquitlam in 2968 to work as a vice- 

principal. he developed a reputation in the school district as the person to 

send in as principal to correct diff1cu.k situations. He faced this type of 

challenge in 1978 when he accepted his present posting as principal of a 

large dual-track Early h e r s i o n  school. 
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"At the time that I came to this school, the relationships 
between the English program and the Immersion prograrn 
were not good ... There were many of the staff who were 
teaching in Immersion who shouldn't have been teaching at 
the level they were at. Also, the teachers were teaching a 
language and not teaching the kids, especialy at the primary 
level. So that had to change. That was a big challenge and 
a fun challenge, too. f started looking for teachers who were 
quaMed to teach the levels they were at. Once we started 
dokg that and getting those people, all sorts of wonderful 
things started to happen. School started to come together. 
Another thing we did was get the teachers planning together. 
I had to get a parents' group going and so we stopped this 
fighting and taking pot shots at each other. We started 
working together for the whole school and things just took 
off after that. And it's been fun ever since." 

tor F has taken an activeinterest in the professional side 

of hmersion education. He has served on a number of district 

committees and has attended numerous courses and conferences relative 

to Early Immersion. His other area of strong interest in the education of 

gsters with special needs in inclusive, neighbowhood schools. This 

so reflected in the successful programs his school offers in this area. 

As was stated by other administrators interviewed for this study, 

Administrator F would prefer to continue being p ~ c i p d  in Immersion 

schools. 

"I wouM hate to be a principal in a single track school ... I 
made that very cIm to district administration that the only 
transfer 1 would be interested in would be to another 
Immersion school." 
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As a result of his experience in Immersion education he has made 

it a personal god to learn French. He even makes announcements in 

French over the P.A. system in his school and insists that French speaking 

teachers speak to him in French in front of the pupils. 

"I just become interested in French because I saw how easily 
these kids could learn French and I felt I could learn it just 
as easily. I found out I couldn't because unless you're 
Immersed, it doesn't happen that way. But it's become a 
personal goal of mine to become bilingual and I'm going to 
do it." 

Administrator I is a very dynamic individual who, after a twecty 

year career with the school district as a teacher, vice-principal and 

principal is now part of the central offke administrative team. He first 

became principal of a dual-track junior high school in 1982. The 

Secondary h e r s i o n  program grew both in student population, staff and 

course offerings during his tenure. 

"We went from basically offering about 30% in French to 
50% at alI three grade levels. We were the first junior high, 
to my knowledge, to do that. Not only in our district but in 
BC and there is a reason for that. I started getting an idea of 
really just what the program was offering to young peopk 
and. it w m y t  an elitist program. It wasn't a separate 
program. I would see kids being challenged, but I would see 
kids right across the spectnun - kids who had "D", "6-" to 
"Aw and "B" abilities enjoying themselves, learning another 
language, being able to converse in another language 



fluently. " 

He speaks with conviction of the value to students and staff of an 

Tmmersion school to be exposed to another culture. He feels he made 

in his ability to comprehend French but spoke of his regret at 

t fmtration is that I simply cannot speak the 
the opportunity of taking a year off, I 

would probably put myself back to Quebec or somewhere in 
an Immersion situation myself." 

In spite of this, Administrator I maintained that an open mind and 

t attitude towards Tmmersion learning were probably as important 

Sty and that d i n g u a l  administrators should not shy away 

e opportunity because of it. 

"I think it was back in '84 or '85 when I was back in Ottawa 
at A C P ~  - At that point there was well over 95% of the 
principais of Immersion schools who were Anglophones. I 
was left with kind of mixed messages with that. And the 
more I thought about it, you know, the more I thought, 
'Maybe that's not such a bad thing, whether its Anglophone 
or Francophone'. I mean if it can do what it did for me and 
change my attitudes, then maybe that says something. I 
think that's one of the neat things about Tmmersion." 

8 Note: Asso&ti011 Canadieme des professem d"'iersion/Canadian 
Association of fmmersion Teachers conference. 



These are the students, parents, teachers and administrators who 

were the informants in this inquiry into Coquitlam School District's 

French h e r s i o n  program. In the section which follows, their extensive 

views regarding the program are presented. 



Case Studies fL - What did they say? 

Each respondent was shown a copy of the stated aims of Coquitlam 

School District's French Immersion program as they exist in the district's 

policy manual. Respondents were given time to read them and were 

questioned about them. One question asked the respondents if they felt 

the program was meeting its gods. Fourteen of the fIfteen interviewees 

answered yes. The person who answered no felt that not enough attention 

was being paid to the attitudinaVcdtural goal- 

ewees were then asked tomalce specific comments about 

ateas individually - knowledge gained, bilinguality 

. Their overall verdict and some of their views 

achieve equivalent levels ofleafning in dl 
ess of the language of instruction," 

Three of the respondents did not comment smdy on this goal. 

TChe remaining twelve infofmants felt the program achieved this goal but 

some offered some interesting COIIfrnents. 
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"The record stands for itself- I mean, anywhere where we 
have had PL& testing and so on done, our students in 
Immersion have always ifnot exceeded, at least equalled the 
level of the others." 

(Administrator L) 

"I guess we've been pretty lucky as we've followed through 
because we hit good teachers at all levels and even in all 
subject areas. I certainly think that they could call their level 
of learning equal if not higher." 

(Parent D) 

"...achieve equivalent levels of learning in all subject areas, 
I think that French classes are probably harder than English 
classes." 

(Student N) 

"I think maybe sometimes we really have to push to try and 
get as much learning in other subject areas as can happen in 
a regular Englrsh program," 

(Teacher T) 

"enable students to become functiody bilingual, that is: 
- be able and willing to participate comfortab1y in French 

and English conversations; 
- to possess tfie requirements that would S o w  them to 

pursrre fiuther education appropriate to their abilities and 
interest., with French as the language of instruction; 

%Tote: PLAP - Provincial Leaming Assessment Progmnme which 
measured student achievement ansuafly invarious subject areas at Grades 
4 7  and 10. 



- to accept employment where the working language is 
French. " 

AH of the respondents felt that Coquitlam's French Immersion 

achieved this goal for the majority of students. Some, because they did 

not have graduate children or had not worked with graduates did not 

comment fully on all areas. 

"I can see that coming. She is starting to become a fluent 
speaker of French on a regular basis that even friends notice. 
I do value that." 

(Parent A) 

"I am reminded of this every time I walk in the room and my 
daughter wants to speak in confidence and immediately goes 
into French," 

(Administrator I) 

"The example of course is our trip to Quebec and the 
parents, the Quebecois parents, are always impressed with 
our students, saying they understand them very well. And 
our students say they understand them very well and that to 
me is functionally bilin@." 

(Teacher 0) 

"Yes, for me, t";speciaU.y since 1 had been employed where 
French is the fmguage of c o ~ ~ ~ ~ c i t t i o n . "  

(Student Y) 

"I did the Fmcophone program in university." 
(Student E) 
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Several of the respondents expressed reservations about the ability 

of the majority of students to work in French in a specialized field. They 

added that with proper training, they could probably do it. 

"enable students to gain insight into the common attitudes 
and values of F~ench-speaking communit:es." 

Two of the respondents felt that more work could be done in this 

area. One respondent felt that in later years, the cultural aspect of 

language learning was ignored with too much emphasis placed on the 

study of grammar. other felt that more specific contact with French 

communities, including Maillardville, should be made. 

Four of the interviewees made no specific comment about this area 

while the rest said the Tmmersian program achieved this goal. 

"Yes, I think that comes. I don't think people realize they 
get that. I. think it's probably one of the most important to 
my way of thkhg .  I am very much one who believes that 
Canada includes Quebec, and that comes from my 
Immersion background." 

(Student E) 

T that is achieved. French cuiture is a big pad of 
French Immersion and we learn alot about that. You 1- 
about the religion, French-Canadians and what their 
viewpoints ase," 

(Student u) 



''We were dl rally excited aud interested in going to Quebec 
on the exchange- f think that was well met too." 

(Student M) 

"For example, in the constitutional question right now, I 
think most of our students have a better view of the 
problems of the Meech Lake Accord den  most students 
because they see the problem of acquiring and keeping their 
language of French," 

(Teacher 0) 

"Well, f think its quite evident that the students who are in 
Late h e r s i o n  or Early Immersion have, by and large, a 
better attitude towards French." 

(Administrator L) 

"You know, to me we are meeting that and kids are 
becoming much richer." 

(Administrator I) 

It is interesting to note that none of the parents offered comments in this 

Afl ofthe intenriewees (including the one who felt the goals were 

not all being achieved) answered yes to the above question. 

"I think they are still very valid goals. These are the ideals, 
this is what I am looking for out of the program." 

(n)arent A) 



"I think these goals are right on and teachers use their good 
judgement to achieve these goals in their own particular 
ways, Lf we get more spdc than that, then what are we 
doing to the pr~gram?~ 

(Teacher H) 

Two other respondents said the goals should be discussed from time to 

ime with a wide audience and modified if necessary. Finally, two 

respondents offered these reflective comments on how the goals are 

phrased. 

"I think the goals are basically good. I just think that in the 
Immersion program I think the teachers should not feel that 
they are getting kids ready for the French program in junior 
secondary school. They're elementary kids. We're teaching 
kids, but we're teaching them in this language. But they are 

(Administrator F) 

"I think now what we really want to see is these kids being 
le to, we want them to be encouraged to use their 

ue to pursue that in their life and benefit 
isition rather than something that 

know ... but to me it just sort of seems 
et into university and you're going to 

get a job in French.' Whereas I don't think those are quite 
as realistic as we thought.." 

(Parent C)  

1 
Of the questions which were asked of the respondents, two tended 

identified strengths of the 
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French Immersion program. When these responses were categorized, the 

data indicated the respondents felt these were the program's strengths: 

produces a good knowledge of French language and functional 
bilingualism in its graduates 

opens students' minds 

provides challenge and risk-taking opportunities 

improves graduates' job prospects 

provides students with skills necessary for life in the real world 

enhances students' knowledge of Canada 

has an "excitement" factor 

Eleven of the fifteen interviewees identified superior levels of 

language learning and f ~ i o n a l  bilingualism among program graduates 

as a major strength of the Coquitlam School District French Immersion 

Program. 

"I know another language that I normally wouldn't know." 
(Student N) 



"Because people actually, I would speak to the French 
members in French. They would look at my name and say, 
Y 

-•÷ what is it? It is very English.' Some of them actually 
thought I was Franco-Ontarian, Franco-something or an 
Acadian because of my French abilities." 

(Student E) 

"Thelevel of excellence that is both expected and achieved." 
(Parent D) 

"They end up doing their schooling, they gain a second 
language and they become bilingual. " 

(Teacher T) 

"At the end of Grade 7, they have a good working 
knowledge of the French Language ... I think that makes 
them feel confident." 

(Administrator F) 

Many of the respondents spoke of how the program "opened 

students' minds". They saw this, at times, as a result of "having to see 

both sides" of a situation, something not frequently required in a regular 

program. 

"I seem to see both sides of the story. I like to consider both 

(Student M) 

e aspect of opening up your 
f looking at things, more 

(Parent A) 



"You've got two pools of thinking there that you're &awing 
on. You've got two ways of looking at things. All of the 
schooling has been based on that. I think that is the benefit. 
It opens up their thinking." 

(Parent C) 

"We have students coming out of school who are more open 
and more open-minded.. .I think we want open-minded 
adults who can see both sides to a question." 

(Teacher R) 

"It really opens the mind. You have access to another 
culture. You have access to another language. You 
basically have access to a lot of other people who don't 
necessarily think the way you do." 

(Teacher T) 

"Flexibility of thought. For example, being able to see 
things through the French language and the English 
language. It underlines a certain way of looking at the world 
that most students don't benefit from." 

(Teacher 0) 

The French Immersion program by its nature and design involves 

challenge and some element of risk-taking. Inte~iewees felt this was an 

identified strength of the program. 

"We went to school as long as they (regular program 
students) did, but we got more out of it. we went a little bit 
farther." 

(Student Y) 



"I think the biggest benefit is the extra challenge that they 
get. I take a certain pride in the fact my children have both 
taken on an extra challenge and are doing something a bit 
different." 

(Parent S) 

"Another benefit, I think, is that it is a challenge for them, 

(Teacher 0) 

"They have taken a great risk, somewhere in their schooling 
and if it pays for them, then that is behind them forever. I 
think, as a student, that risk taken and been successful at, 
they know that they have got that experience to fall back on 
for later in their life when another risk, might come up and 

themselves out on a limb for 

(Administrator L) 

One of the identified strengths of Coquitlam's French Immersion 

program was that it would improve job prospects for its graduates. This 

wasmore frequently mentioned by students and parents than teachers and 

administrators. 

"There's de f~ te ly  job prospects." 
(Student E) 

"The possibility of better jobs, when I'm old enough to get a 
job." 

(Student N) 



"I think it will give you better opportunities once you fhsh 
school. There are a lot more job opportunities, career-wise, 
if you're bilingual. " 

(Student M) 

"It is bound to and will open up different doors." 
(Parent C) 

"My daughter got her job at Credit Union because she 
spoke French." 

('Teacher R) 

"It's anomer asset for their child for employment reasons, 
for educational reasons or what have you." 

(Administrator I) 

world 

Many of the interviewees spoke of skills and attitudes which the 

French Tmmetsion program helped to develop in students. They 

mentioned that these skills were those which would serve them in good 

stead as they moved from the world of public schooling into the worlds of 

post-secondary study, work or citizenship. 

"I would go with the skills that you get. You learn to listen; 
you're attentive ... It helped me to become a better student, a 
stronger student. Tasks don't seem as overwhelming to me. 
It makes work look easier because we've done so much in the 
past." 



"I have two kids that I consider to be very well educated and 
with a good attitude towards their learning. I think that is 
going to carry on for the rest of their lives." 

(Parent D) 

"I think one real plus in learning in Imxnersion is that the 
students learn to problem-solve. They learn ways of solving 
problems. " 

(Teacher R) 

"I th ink... because of the process of going through learning 
the language, they have learned to work as a group and as a 
team. That's a difference I see." 

(Teacher H) 

"I honestly believe this, that by having the children take part 
in this and if they were able to succeed, they are furthering 
the education of their children. They're just making their 
children that much more flexible and I t h w  when you look 
at the 21st century, the degree of flexibility a child has to 
offer the working work is going to be one of the major 
factors influencing how successful that child's going to be." 

(Administrator I) 

of 

Another identified strength which emerged from the responses of 

the interviewees was the increased knowledge of Canada that French 

Immersion students appear to possess. 

"I think getting to know another culture. Getting to know 
Canada's other culhue. I think that is really important that 
especially in these political, constitutional times, that we 
understand who these other people are." 

(Student E) 



"And, I guess a better awareness of Canada, being bilingual." 
(Student M) 

"I hope that Canada stays together. As she grows older, 
things like she can go on exchange progmms. I think the 
more kids we get doing that kind of things really helps the 
situation in Canada." 

(Fkrent A) 

"I think the Canadian roots is also avery nice thing that they 
get from French Immersion." 

(Teacher 0) 

"Wells one I think, is to be able to understand another 
culture. But not just understand it on paper, but be able to 
live it and breathe it, eat it and speak it. I think it's an asset 
when we are in a country that has two languages." 

(Administrator I) 

The inte~ewees spoke of many areas of strength of Coquitlam's 

French h a s i o n  program which, when aggregated and categorized, 

could be k t  described as the "excitement" factor. This "excitement" 

touched many areas relative to the program including camaraderie, 

teachers, parent and students. 

"Camaraderiet amongst others, with the other kids. Because 
we were together in Grade d..then when we separated, you 
knowt yoa3re always there." 

(Student E) 

"I think you had something that not 
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"I think the teachers. I always found our teachers were a lot 
more interesting, I did." 

(Student M) 

"I think I really like the fact that the immersion parents seem 
to be the ones who are the most concerned at school." 

(Went A) 

""There are a lot of excellent teachers. People were knocking 
themselves out to make it a success and to do the very best 
job they could." 

(Parent D) 

the extra involvement that it did bring and the doors 
that it opened for me." 

(Parent C) 

ong all those Francophones. They're crazy. 
an the French teachers, bring a lot of Me to 

ean that seriously." 
(Teacher R) 

of a new program, being a the forefront of 

fleacher T) 

dents who provide that challenge. They're very 
and I suppose that's what I like the most. As 
eir attitude, overall." 

(Teacher 0) 



"I guess I liked the most king in a school where kids were 
really excited about learning and had, well, they just had 
some extra motivation, some stimulation and it seemed to 
give the school sort of an effervescence that they didn't have 
in an English program." 

(Administrator L) 

"I guess the excitement. I think to me what I enjoyed the 
most was the diversity it offered, the creativity it offered. It 
brought a degree of energy I witnessed in many Immersion 
schools; that is sometimes lacking in a lot of other schools." 

(Administrator I) 

Four of the questions which were asked of all the respondents 

tended to produce answers which identified areas ofthe French Immersion 

program seen as problematic or in need of more attention. A number of 

the concerns were identified by only one person or were more of a "side- 

effect". However, the remainder of the responses could be aggregated and 

categorized under these five areas: 

social problems encountered by students in French Immersion 

pressure on students from extra work, parents and other teachers 

the need for more cultural experiences 

the need for students to experience more French in the upper 
grades 

need for continued support 



Students, parents, teachers and administrators spoke of some of the 

social problems encountered by some students in Coquitlam School 

District's French Immersion program. Because the students come from 

many more schools than just the actual Immersion school, sometimes 

om quite long distances the "neighbouhood" character of the class is 

"The other thing is the mix of kids from all over the 
community. But that's just personal but I feel that is a 
drawback." 

"Yes there is if they live far away from the school. There is 
always this hassle of transportation. Some of them don't 
participate in after school things because their parents have 
to pick them up right after school and they can't remain." 

(Administrator F) 

of the other social problems mentioned involved ostracism, labelling 

of French Immersion students. 

"Socially. In high school. Definitely we were the social 
outcasts." 

(Student E) 

"Being perhaps put aside. Within the school you're always, 
'and the Immersion kids'. The labels, maybe, the labelling 
that went on against us." 

(Student E) 



"In the e1mmtaqy- y-, there was dw-ays the English kids 
with... it doesn't matter now but back then it did. They 
dways seemed to exclude us. 'Oh, there's the French frogs'. 
They always thought we were different and we really 
weren"Lm 

(Student M) 

The tendency for the fmmersion students to cluster together and not mix 

as much with the other students was also seen as negative. 

"But in French Immersion they stay with the same group, 
basidy; all the way through from Grade 6 or Grade 1 right 
on. For some it's a negative aspect because they, it's like 
intermafiiage; it's jusf they're together too much." 

(Teacher 0) 

"For certain kids arho as I say have to take this risk and frnd 
it unmmfortab1e socially because they are brought into a 
group of virtual strangers to them, because seldom do they 
have a cozfeague with them if' they come from an outside 
school. If they don't click socially right away, it's a very 
mmmfortabIe time for them." 

(Administrator L) 

and time required of students in French hers ion.  

"I guess there have been some sacrifices. I've put school first 
for a long time and haven't gone into as much as I probably 
could have. But that is one thing with French Immersion, 
it's mure work, So you have to make more ~ c e ~ . ~  
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"Of eom they have always complained that it's far too 
much work, I don't necessarily see that as a disadvantage, 
but 1 do think it's the truth. f think the kids in the French 
Immersion program have two jobs to do. They've got the 
c u r r i c h  to learn and the language to learn and that's why 
they are doing double the work." 

(Parent D) 

*I think it's unfortunate when you sometimes see kids 
struggle and wetimes wonder. ..'Why can't they just 
learn something in their own language?" 

(Teacher T) 

*The kids that stick with it have to make sacrifices. I've had 
kids drop out of piano or else not be able to join swimming 
clubs, I know a lot of my kids still stick with those tfrings and 
are excelfing in school and in their clubs; but the lower end 
kids struggle with those pressures from extracurricular 
activities." 

(Teacher H) 

"One of the minuses is not so much for kids, it's for the 
parents. It's some of the undue pressure parents have put on 
some children because some children have gone into the 
program not necessarify because they really had an interest 
or wanting, but because their parents have forced them 1 t's 
been my f-g sometimes that one of the downsides has 
been that you're redly playing with the parents ego and not 
the child's ego." 

(Administrator f )  
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''The pressure on the kids, particularly. I think sometimes 
other saweren't  so understanding about what these kids 
went through. If they had a week away for something like a 
field tripf there were people who demanded of them as much 
as if they had been in the school and so they were expected 
to do double. 

(Parent D) 

- 

Eleven of the fifteen respondents spoke of the need for students in 

French fmmersion to have more cultural experiences to complement the 

earning of the language. These included both in-class and extra- 

urricular opportunities. 

"Try to ensure that everybody gets a chance to experience 
French culture." 

(Student E) 

"This might happen for me next year, but travelling to 
Quebec or to France. That is one thing I haven't done. You 
learn about the whole language, you should see the people 
and the way they live. What it is really like!' 

(Student Y) 

"I think maybe more opportunity for support activities 
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. "What I would love to see is sometime between Grade 9 and 
1 1, the child has the opportunity to go back two or three or 
four months to Eastern Canada and have an exchange with 
a family." 

(Administrator I) 

madeS 
A definite concern of over halfthe interviewees was the effect of the 

gradual reduction in the number of courses the pupils do in French as they 

approach graduation. The drop meant to them that less progress in 

learning the language. was occurring as courses done in French were 

reduced to one or two in Grade 12. Also, the courses had a tendency to 

be heavy academic subjects such as Social Studies and Mathematics and 

that often the learning of French language necessary to cope with the 

subject was in order to "cover" the content. Also, as the student 

moved up in grades, the courses b e m e  more teacher-centred and less 

student-centred with pupils having little opportunity to a c t d y  speak the 

fanguage, 

"I think it's important that it be more widely recognized that 
the Immersion program is more than just two courses in 
French. (In two courses) there's not much language 
fe2mlhg" 

(Student E) 
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"I found that two courses wasn't enough in senior secondary 
to keep our French up. Our proficiency in French just went 
downhill in the last two years of school because we didn't 
have the opportunities to speak." 

(Student M) 

"More French! More French! I'd like to see the percentages 
way up there. I'd like to see a good blend (of academic and 
other courses) because I think the other thing that happens 
to these kids in French Immersion is that they tend to be 
heavily academically oriented without a lot of fun things for 
them to do." 

(Parent D) 

"When you look at it in terms of language acquisition, from 
the time they are in Grade 4 through the rest of their 
schooling, they're really not getting very much French when 
you really stop and think about it." 

(Parent C) 

"My biggest disappointment is I wasn't there long enough to 
work in the second area I feel is needed in Immersion, and 
that is the non-academic area. And that's what I feel is 
really, really needed. Looking at courses in Fine Arts, 
Physical Education, Practical Arts. Areas where kids can 
use the Imguage in a normal setting without having the 
heavy upbeat of academia put on." 

(Administrator I) 

"I could see them both struggling through Social Studies, 
especially at the Grade 8 level because there is so much new 
material all the time. she would read a whole paragraph and 
she woufdn't be able to g a p  that whole paragraph and 
that's quite a bit to miss, Is there anything being considered 
about changing that?" 

(parent S) 

I 
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"Maybe that where there has been a bit of a gap is the 
assumption of language acquisition in terms of completing 
some of their school tasks." 

(Parent C) 

"If teachers felt comfortable about creating more situations 
where the kids use the language, I think their ability to speak 
French and their confidence in speaking the language would 
increase." 

(Administrator F) 

"I really believe we have a window of opportunity as 
educators to really do something and that is to really work 
with the child and not get hung up in curriculum. Coming 
from a secondary background, this is a big change for me." 

(Administrator I) 

Although Coquitlam School District's French immersion program 

is a mature one by most measures, a good number of the respondents felt 

it still needed support in a number of areas. These included administrative 

support (both at school and district level) for the program, continued 

attention paid to recruiting good teachers, open communication with 

Immersion parents and professional development and support for teachers 

and administrators. 

"It would be nice to see a few people in positions of authority 
who had a real understanding of Immersion. I'm talking 
here basically at the director, assistant superintendent, 
superintendent level." 

(Administrator I) 
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"It's very important, I think, thgt where the program is 
housed is a very friendly campus for it. That is a concern I 
have about the Immersion program; that the teachers have 
the right kind of support." 

(Farent C)  

"I don't blame administration per se, but I do wish they 
would respect our opinion when we do have something to 
say. 'We are a special program, please give us 
consideration.' It would make our lives easier." 

(Teacher H) 

"I just think it's important that the administrator is 
supportive of French Immersion." 

(Teacher R) 

"Continue to make sure that we get very highly qualified 
teachers." 

(Parent A) 

"The teacher is the one who makes all the difference to the 
program, so just continue trying to get the best teachers you 
can." 

(Teacher R) 

"Try to attract teachers to the Immersion profession who are 
highly energetic and well-prepared." 

(Teacher 0) 



T think more teacher supp 
t for Immersion te 
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(Teacher 0) 





that it has changed my daughter's thinking 
Sch~ol has become something more, it's 



"If I were starting, if 1 were 
what I have learned, I wo 





struggle to learn French and master course content, students said they felt 

they became better workers. 

"Because you have to push yourself to learn another 
languages you push yourself academidy." 

(Student E) 

"IthinkthatwitlheIpsbw1atetonthatIcanworicfiafdef." 
(Student Y) 

"1 found we always had to work harder. Now I know how 
to work. rve learned good study habits." 

(Studeat M) 

Conmrents of this name came up fairly frequently in interviews, 

that being involved in French Immersion made respondents more "open" 

or "open-mindedw. 

"I Eke to eoIIfider both sides." 
(Student M) 





Deciding to place a child in French Immersion is a serious decision 

for parents to make. Much soul-searching usually prefaces the decision. 

However, parents surveyed spoke of the "nagging doubt" which persisted 

after the decision was made and things appeared to go wen. 

"I think you five with that for a number of years; did we do 
the right thing'? 
The fit& niggling that dues~go at the back of you miad..." 

(Parent C) 

"I guess being in French Immersion you're always 
concerned., there's that underlying sense of worry, did I do 
the right thing?" 

(Parent A) 

"I sometimes wonder whether she missed something way 
badLW 

(Parent S) 

"f ve often asked the children how it felt for them in those 
fmt few weeks. They say that it dida't matter but it must 
have been traumatic at the time." 

(Parent D) 

ve a ve;qrheaw - 
Teac:hingchil&manewlan~gand teaching themother subject 

lllitffer in that language is a chaHen@g assignanent fox teachers, Teacher 

respondents spoke of the extra or heavy demands on their t h e  and 

energy. 



"I've had to do a lot of explaining to parents. f think being 
a teacher of French Immersion you have a lot more 
~ ~ ~ C Z i ~ i o I l  with pmelltS." 

(Teacher R) 

"Waving to adapt everything I have so the kids can 
mderstand what 3['m doing." 

(Teacher T) 
- 

"fmmersion was just like a pail full of cold water. Wow, 
what-a wakeup dl. It wasn't like French as a Second 
Language at all. I really had to work very, very hard just to 
keep my head above water. If I cilll use that, mix my 
metaphors here." 

(Teacher 0) 

The challenge and reward involved in the teaching of French 

h e r s i o n  aclcxn:ding to a n m b x  of respondents caused them to become 

more interested, more active in their profession. 

"I've made a pint of trJring to learn more and more 
techniques and learn more about resources and more 
strategies for teaching a second fmguage." 

(Teacher R) 



- "Ws mde me appreciate, a little bit more, teaching." 
(Teacher 0) 

















"excitement factor" would appear at first glance to be somewhat 
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- provision to allow for students to be part of teams and clubs which play 
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suggestions which should help to b ~ h g  
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A,  Background information 

B. 1. WhatSs it been like for you being an administrator in French Tmmersion? 
How is it Herent  from your experience in the regular program? 
Why did you stay with French h e r s i o n ?  

2, Why did you accept an assignment in a French Tmmersioa school? 
Are you glad you did? Why? 

3, Do you think being involved in French Immersion has affected or changed 
you personally or pmfessiozdly? 
In what way? How? Why do you think that? 

4. A number of artides w&ten about Immersion speak of the benefits related 
to French Immersion. If you were asked, what would you feel are two 

- major benefits of French Trrrmersiun? 
Are there any minuses? - 

5. You're familiar with the gods of Coquitlam's French Tmmersion 
program. 
Do you feel the program meets these goals? What makes you feel that way? 

6. What do you like most about being a French Immersion principal? 
What do you like least about it? 
Are you satisfied with your experience in French Tmmersion? Why? 
What do you feel a d d  have made it better for you? 

7- How do you thing: we a d d  make the program better for students? Are 
&ere any other tbtings WE& should be done? 

8. What advice woufd yon give to parents or students who are deciding on 
French Tmmersiun? Tu teachers? To administrators? 

9, fs there anything you wodd Eke to add? 




